MAS TILAL
General Description:
MAS TILAL is a water-based decorative for
interior and exterior paints that renders
professional results with simple application
convenience. Unlike traditional flux finishes,
MAS TILAL does not elaborate intermixing of
colours, layering techniques or sophisticated
equipment. Simple effortless trowelling is all
that required to achieve this very exquisite
effect. Due to the natural mineral–blend it
provides a Marmorino effect that gives an
elegant monochromatic effect and most
importantly, it is environment friendly.

Major Uses:
Can be applied on to walls, columns, and other
curved surfaces leaving a joint free finish. For
external application protection coat of MAS
PROTECT is required to ensure a long lasting
effect.

Characteristics and Physical
Properties:
Viscosity
Sp. Weight
Yield
Touch Dry
Gloss
Shelf life
Application
Dilution
VOC

Paste
1.50 kg/li
750-1000 gms/m2
1 – 2 hours
Matt
12 months
Trowel
Not required
4.0 g/L

Surface Preparation:
Allow new masonry to dry for 14 days under
normal weather conditions before painting.
Treat new concrete with a neutralizer and let it
dry over night before rinsing with water to
remove white crystal (efflorescence) that form
on the surface. Let dry for painting. Surface to
be painted should be free from oil, grease, dust,
dirt, contaminants and all loose grit and mortar.

If repainting, remove all loose paint, scaling,
flaking and peeling paint by PAINT REMOVER,
rinse and let dry.
Wooden surfaces should be sanded smooth to
touch and no slivers on rough edges should
remain. Dust–off surface, then wipe with clean
rag.
Prime concrete with MAS Masonry Primer
(interior), MAS Acrylic Prime White(exterior) and
MAS Undercoat Enamel for wooden surfaces.
After primer application apply MAS TILAL by
trowel uniformly to fully cover the surfaces. To
attain a double colour effects apply another coat
of desired tone by trowel and scrape by spatula
to enhance the design.

Storage and Handling:
The product must be stored in accordance with
national regulations. The product should be kept
in a cool and well-ventilated place, protected
from heat direct sunlight; containers must be
kept tightly closed.

Packing:
MAS TILAL is available in 5KG ( 4kg base + 1
kg MAS AD pre-weigh bucket and 25 KG (20 kg
base + 5kg MAS AD) pre-weigh pail

Physiological Hazards:
MAS TILAL does not contain solvents,
nevertheless, good ventilation in working rooms
is recommended as well as the use of safety
tools and equipment. MAS TILAL is harmful if
swallowed. If contact with eyes or skin occurs,
wash well with fresh water and seek immediate
medical advise.

Precautions:
See Safety Indication Sheet.

The above information is given to the best of our knowledge based on laboratory test and practical experience. However, as the paint is often used under
condition beyond our control, we cannot guarantee anything but the quality of the paint itself. We reserve the right to change the given data without prior notice.
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